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Intro Programming in C++

Iteration

pass (or iteration) - one complete execution of the body
loop entry - the point where flow of control passes to the body
loop test - the point at which the decision is made to (re)enter 

the body, or not
loop exit - the point at which the iteration ends and control 

passes to the next statement after the loop
termination condition - the condition that causes the iteration to stop

Iteration causing a set of statements (the body)  to be executed repeatedly.

C++ provides three control structures to support iteration (or looping).

Before considering specifics we define some general terms that apply to any iteration 
construct:

When designing a loop, it is important to clearly identify each of these.

Understanding the termination condition, and what guarantees it will eventually occur, 
are particularly vital.
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while Loop

The Boolean expression is examined before each pass through the body of the loop.  If the 
Boolean expression is true, the loop body is executed; if it is false, execution proceeds to 
the first statement after the loop body..  

The most versatile loop construct in C++ is the while statement.  Syntactically:

while <bool expr> <loop body>

The Boolean expression must be enclosed in parentheses, and <loop body> can be 
either a single statement or a compound statement.

Semantically:
while <bool expr>

<loop body>

true

false
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while Loop Example

Example: #include <iostream>
using namespace std;

int main() {

const char ASTERISK = '*';                     //  1
int numAst;                                    //  2
int numPrinted = 0;                            //  3

cout << "How many asterisks do you want?  ";   //  4
cin >> numAst;                                //  5

while (numPrinted < numAst) {                  //  6

cout << ASTERISK;                           //  7
numPrinted++;                               //  8

}
cout << endl;                                  //  9

return 0;                                      // 10
}

This is a count-controlled loop.  The loop control variable (LCV) is a variable whose 
value determines whether the loop body is executed.
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while Loop Characteristics

. . .
while (numPrinted < numAst) {  //  6

cout << ASTERISK;           //  7
numPrinted++;               //  8

}
cout << endl;                  //  9

. . .

Some observations:

- It is possible that the body of the loop will never be executed.

- It is possible that the loop test condition will become false in the middle of an 
iteration.  Even so, the remainder of the loop body will be executed before the 
loop test is performed and iteration stops.

- The loop test must involve at least one variable whose value is (potentially) 
changed by at least one statement within the loop body.  Why?
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Count Controlled Loop

Count Controlled Loop a loop that terminates when a counter reaches some limiting 
value

The LCV (loop control variable) will be:

- an integer  variable used in the Boolean expression
- initialized before the loop,
- incremented or decremented within the loop body

. . . 
cout << "How many asterisks do you want?  ";   //  4
cin >> numAst;                                //  5

//  modified implementation
while ( numAst > 0 ) {                         //  6

cout << ASTERISK;                           //  7
numAst--;                                   //  8

}
cout << endl;                                  //  9

. . .
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Event Controlled Loop

Event Controlled Loop: loop that executes until a specified situation arises to signal the 
end of the iteration.

. . . 
const int CENTSPERDOLLAR = 100;            //  1
string Description;                        //  2
int Dollars,                            //  3

Cents;                           //  4
int totalCents = 0;                     //  5

getline(In, Description, '\t');            //  6
In >> Dollars;                             //  7
In.ignore(1, '.');                         //  8
In >> Cents;                               //  8
In.ignore(INT_MAX, '\n');                  // 10

while ( In ) {                             // 11

totalCents = totalCents + 
+ CENTSPERDOLLAR*Dollars
+ Cents;                    // 12

// repeat lines 6 through 10
}

. . .

Visual C++ 46.50
Excedrin 2.99
Excedrin Migraine 3.99
How to Solve It 33.95
The Art of War 17.50

This loop is terminated 
by the event of an input 
failure.
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Sentinel Controlled Loop

Here we modify the previous input file to include a special marker line to signify the end of 
the price data in the file:

const int CENTSPERDOLLAR = 100;            //  1
const string SENTINEL = "xxxNoItemxxx";    //  2

. . . 
getline(In, Description, '\t');            //  7
In >> Dollars;                             //  8
In.ignore(1, '.');                         //  9
In >> Cents;                               // 10
In.ignore(INT_MAX, '\n');                  // 11

while ( Description != SENTINEL ) {        // 12

totalCents = totalCents + 
+ CENTSPERDOLLAR*Dollars
+ Cents;                    // 13

// repeat lines 7 through 11
}

. . .

Visual C++ 46.50
Excedrin 2.99
Excedrin Migraine 3.99
How to Solve It 33.95
The Art of War 17.50
xxxNoItemxxx 0.00

Deliver to:
Joe Bob Hokie
666 Pritchard Hall
. . .

This loop is terminated 
by the event of reading 
the special sentinel
value.

Sentinel loop: loop that terminates when a specified marker (dummy data value) is 
read, signaling the end of the iteration.
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An Improvement Using Hybrid Control

The pure sentinel control on the previous slide is risky.  What would happen if the sentinel 
line were omitted?

We can eliminate this problem by adding a check for input failure to the loop test:

const int CENTSPERDOLLAR = 100;            //  1
const string SENTINEL = " xxxNoItemxxx ";  //  2

. . . 
getline(In, Description, '\t');            //  7
In >> Dollars;                             //  8
In.ignore(1, '.');                         //  9
In >> Cents;                               // 10
In.ignore(INT_MAX, '\n');                  // 11

while ( In && Description != SENTINEL ) {  // 12

totalCents = totalCents + 
+ CENTSPERDOLLAR*Dollars
+ Cents;                    // 13

// repeat lines 7 through 11
}

. . .

Visual C++ 46.50
Excedrin 2.99
Excedrin Migraine 3.99
How to Solve It 33.95
The Art of War 17.50
xxxNoItemxxx 0.00
. . .

This loop is terminated 
by either the event of an 
input failure, or by the 
event of reading the 
special sentinel value.
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Boolean Loop Control Variable

Note that the Boolean 
loop control variable 
priceOK could be 
replaced by the condition 
used to set it, but the 
resulting code would 
perhaps not be as 
readable.

It's fairly common to use a Boolean variable to record the results of a more complicated 
test.  Here we assume that there is a sentinel line in which the price is invalid:

. . .
getline(In, Description, '\t');             //  6
In >> Dollars;                              //  7
In.ignore(1, '.');                          //  8
In >> Cents;                                //  9
In.ignore(INT_MAX, '\n');                   // 10

bool priceOK = (Dollars > 0) || 
(Dollars == 0 && Cents > 0); // 11

while ( In && priceOK ) {                   // 12

totalCents = totalCents + 
+ CENTSPERDOLLAR*Dollars
+ Cents;                     // 13

// repeat lines 6 through 10
. . .
priceOK = (Dollars > 0) || 

(Dollars == 0 && Cents > 0);   // 19
}

. . .

Visual C++ 46.50
Excedrin 2.99
Excedrin Migraine 3.99
How to Solve It 33.95
The Art of War 17.50
xxxNoItemxxx 0.00
. . .


